Family Only Cremains Service

1. Cremains graves are normally dug to fit a burial receptacle no bigger than 10” wide by 10” long, by 24” tall. If your receptacle is larger (within reason) you may have the grave dug larger at no additional charge by supplying the receptacle dimensions at the time you request services.

2. You may inurn the remains into the grave yourself, leave them on the display box, or leave them at the base of the grave so the Cemetery Complex staff may complete the inurnment.

3. You may put mementos and/or flowers into the grave.

4. You may elect to cover the cremains yourself or have the Cemetery Complex staff cover them. That decision can be made during the service. The buckets containing the soil is normally left within several feet of the grave behind a larger stone or the nearest tree, but not in plain sight as to distract from the service. You may use any amount of soil you wish. If you do not wish to cover at all or completely cover the grave space, the staff will finish. Depending on weather conditions soil may be wet.

5. Any cemetery equipment you request may be left in place and the staff will recover them at the conclusion of your service.

6. This is a “Family Service”, and the Cemetery Complex staff will not assist during or be a part of the Funeral Service.

7. Cemetery Complex staff will be over watching the service if issues arise and can be waved in for help if needed, but we will not approach the funeral service location until everyone has cleared the area.